Metastatic malignant melanoma to the gallbladder. Case report and review of the literature.
Solitary metastasis of malignant melanoma (MM) to the gallbladder (GB) is rare and generally originates from skin melanoma. MM is a neoplasm with an often unpredictable course and metastases can potentially affecting all organs. The occurrence of metastasis in the GB is unusual and has only been exceptionally reported in the literature. We describe a case of an 86-year-old man with an isolated MM metastasis located within the GB presenting with symptoms mimicking acute cholecystitis. Anamnestically, he presented a history of malignant melanoma (Clark level III) resected from his left leg 17 years ago. Furthermore we provide a review of the literature with a focus on diagnostic clues to distinguish between primary versus secondary GB MMs and on the best surgical management that should be used.